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Principal's Note

Keep Scrolling Down To See All Grade Levels!

Westwood Families,
 
I hope that everyone had a fun and relaxing fall break spent with friends and families. It’s hard to
believe that winter break is just a few short weeks away. As you know, many families travel over the
holidays and often, snow and ice make it di�cult to get from one place to another. Unfortunately, both
of those things provide challenges for schools and can have a negative impact on student attendance.
Especially during the months of December, January, and February.
 
When a student is absent for any reason, they are missing important direct teacher instruction in their
classroom. This signi�cantly impacts student learning and their grades. The Kansas State Department
of Education and USD 475 recognize that student school attendance and academic achievement have
a direct correlation. Therefore, KSDE now requires that Kansas school districts track and report
chronic absenteeism of students.
 
Chronic absenteeism is the percentage of students in a school that have missed more than 10% or
more of the days that school has been in session at any point in the school year. This includes loss of
instructional time for any reason, excused or unexcused.
 
At the end of November, our Westwood data would indicate that:
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Pre-K

· 58% of our Westwood students have good regular attendance
· 21% of our Westwood students have missed anywhere from 5-9% of the total days school has been
in session
· 21% of our Westwood students are chronically absent, missing 10% or more of the total days school
has been in session.
These percentages do not include students that have missed school due to COVID-19.
 
As a school community, it is my hope that we can work together to improve these percentages at
Westwood Elementary. With cold and extreme weather approaching in the upcoming months, please
plan ahead to ensure that your child is at school, on time each and every day. Communicate in
advance with friends and family for assistance when possible and ensure that your child is properly
dressed to prevent illness.
 
If you know that your child is going to be gone for any reason, please contact the o�ce at 785-717-
4150 and make the secretaries aware of the absence.
As always, if the school or I can be of any assistance, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me or the
school counselor.
 
We sure miss your child when they are gone and love having them here every day. Thank you for your
dedication and ongoing commitment to make school and your child’s academics a priority.
 
Mrs. Dressman, Westwood Principal

In PreK we have started Unit 4: Food. This unit we will be focusing on where food comes from, what
are healthy food choices, how do we grow food, food-related jobs, where and how do we buy food,
what plants we can eat, how does food change when we cook it and what happens in restaurants.
 
In math students will begin to work on building on their work with numbers through 5 to make sense
of and count groups of 0, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 objects. Students will also continue their work with number
core in route counting, one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, and number recognition.
 
In science we will be learning about how plants grow, mixtures, what plants we eat, and how heat
changes things. In social studies we are learning about how food comes from a farm to our table,
different food jobs, how to use money and exploring different restaurants.
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Kindergarten

1st Grade

We will be learning the letters Oo, Ff, Hh and Dd during the next few weeks.
 

Math at Home
Exploring Patterns: �nd patterns in clothing, wrapping paper, ect. Copy and/or make patterns
using various items (buttons, lids, silverware)
Exploring Measuring: measuring cups, measuring spoons. Materials to measure and scoop such
as water, sand, noodles, or cotton balls. Measure by repeating an item such as blocks or cups.
Tape measure, rulers, scales and timers
 

Building a Reader
Make a warm and cozy reading nook in your home with pillows, soft chairs, and/or stuffed animals, Fill
a basket with your child’s favorite books, tablet, and/or magazines.
 
Ms. Debi

Our classes have been reading and learning about our communities and the people who work and live
in it. We are also learning all about different cultures that make up the communities around the world.
Your child is learning how to appreciate the different customs that people share. We are focusing a lot
on identifying the main idea of a story and providing key details that happened. We know who the
characters are, what the setting is throughout the story, as well as events that happen in the story.
Then invite your child to draw pictures of the main character, the setting, and an important event that
happened in the story. We are also continuing to learn new sight words each week. Keep practicing
recognizing sight words and reading them without sounding them out! In math, we just �nished our
unit on measurement. We learned about length, weight, and capacity. We continue to work on skills like
counting to 100 and writing our numbers to 20. We have been focusing a lot of our learning on
comparing groups to see which has more, which has less, and when the groups have an equal
amount.
Reading Tip: Continue to give your students simple words (log, hat, dip, sun) to sound out. We want
them to say the sounds, say the sounds a little faster, then blend the sounds to hear the word. They
can also practice writing simple words! Remember, whatever sound they hear, they should write down.
Don’t correct too much when they are writing!!
 
Math Tip: Practice recognizing all numbers from 0 -20. If your student knows all of these numbers,
move on to numbers up to 30, 40, etc.! Encourage your student to practice counting to 100 by 1’s and
10’s until they can do it without any help!
 
Ms. Sowell, Ms. Larsen & Mrs. Harmison

It is hard to believe that December is already here! We had so much fun interacting with everyone at
our Family Fun night last month. Thank to everyone for showing up and participating with us 😊 We
also really enjoyed learning about the history of Thanksgiving and sharing how our families celebrate.
This month we are looking forward to lots of learning and fun activities.



2nd Grade

3rd Grade

 
In math we are continuing to work on adding and subtracting with numbers 0-20, especially in word
problems. This month we will also dive into graphs and measurement. In reading, we have focused
lots digraphs sh, ch, th, ph, wh, and -ng. These two letters work together to only make one sounds like
in the words ship, chop, thin, phone, and whale. Throughout December we will start to introduce the
long vowel sounds a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, and u_e. Examples of these words include cake, Pete, �ve, stove,
and cube. This can be tricky because students are so used to the short vowel sounds. In writing, we
are continuing to work on writing personal narratives. It has been a busy year, but we have had so
much fun. We are looking to another wonderful month watching your student grow!
 
Best wishes,
Mrs. Biram & Mrs. Bascue

With the holiday season approaching, our second graders are busy working on projects to take home
that last week before break. The plant hub is still “green’’ with activity. Hopefully some of you got to
peek at our greenhouse while you were here for “Family Fun Night”. Aces and Wizards have harvested
lettuce, spinach, basil, and cilantro and enjoyed a tasty salad. We are still hoping to harvest the
carrots, cauli�ower, and green onions before we leave for the holiday break.
 
How can you help at home? Please continue to read with or listen to your student read in the evenings.
Students can �ll out the read and respond pages (pink) that we sent home at conferences to let us
know what they are reading. They also take Reading Counts tests on the stories that they read. The
more familiar they are with the story the better they will do on their test. In math we continue to work
on the skills that are in the packet we recently sent home.
 
Grade 2 will be working on �nishing up all our assessments for the quarter, so attendance this month
is especially important.
 
Mrs. Ascher and Ms. Witt

3rd Grade Wildcat Families,
 
We hope you are all enjoying the fall season and looking forward to any upcoming holiday plans!
 
This quarter in math, we �nished up our work with liquid measurement and elapsed time. We are now
going back to some more multiplication and division, speci�cally focusing on problems with factors of
6, 7, 8, and 9. In reading, we have discussed how people make government work and why people
immigrate to new places. Our main skill focuses have been point of view and theme. Third grade has
been rocking the Reading Counts competition by taking quizzes on their library books and earning
points for their classes.
 



4th Grade

5th Grade

In social studies, we got to expand on our stories in reading about why people immigrate to new
places and what it was like for them to come through Ellis Island. We researched more about their
experiences and made foldables with the information that we learned. In science, we �nished up our
motion and matter unit by experimenting with mixing substances like water and salt to see what
happened. Now we are starting our life science unit with observing plant seeds. We �nally got to
harvest our lettuce that we have been growing in the greenhouse and it was delicious!
 
As always, we appreciate your continued support!
 
Mr. McCallister & Ms. Staley

Our 4th graders have been learning so much these past couple of months. In math, we are continuing
long division and using it to solve prime and composite numbers. We are continuing to focus on
solving story problems and using a variety of ways to solve the problem without giving up. We are still
asking you to work with your student on memorizing their multiplication facts, these are a foundation
that make a lot of their skills easier.
 
In reading we are continuing working in both small and whole group with expository and narrative
text. Learning to visualize what the text says and making a mind movie to go along with the text. We
are learning about different points of view and what each viewpoint adds to a story. We do ask our
kids to apply their learnings to 20-30 minutes of reading each night.
 
In science we are digging into soil, rocks, and landforms and the effects of weathering and erosion. We
are collecting samples and conducting experiments to understand the effects of these on our
environment. In social studies we are diving into the different regions of the United States. Learning
about the economy, landforms, and resources that are in each of these regions.
 
Thank you for all of your support the past couple of months. We couldn’t do it without you!
 
Mr. Hall & Miss Dill

We are working hard and having fun along the way in 5th grade! In math, we are learning to add and
subtract fractions. We are preparing to take our module three test before we leave for Christmas
break. We are learning about different culture while reading realistic �ction. Students are getting better
at reading through questioning, expanding vocabulary, and summarizing. In writing, we are continuing
to work on informational writing. Each student is creating a research essay about a winter topic. We
are diving into the water cycle in science through various hands-on experiments and activities. Lastly,
in social studies we are discussing the European exploration of the American colonies and the
colonization of the Americas.
 
We are excited to �nish the month of December strong! Students learned different math games at
Family Night that we hope they will play at home with their friends and family. These students bring us



Physical Education

S.T.E.M.

so much joy, laughter, and purpose. Thank you for sharing your students with us. Happy Holidays!
 
Mrs. Mackay, Ms. Riley & Mrs. Ramos

The past few weeks in PE we have been doing scooters and then some 2nd quarter testing. Testing
included the sit and reach test (shows �exibility), hang test (upper body strength), shuttle run
(quickness), and the mile run (which we did a while ago).
 
Coming up in December we will be playing a all time favorite (Castle ball) and then be �nishing up the
semester with cup stacking. Its always fun to watch students build a cup stack Christmas tree out of
350 cups.
 
Mr. Adams

Hello Westwood Families! 
 
In STEM we have been quite busy learning about heating and cooling, engineering with KEVA planks,
and coding using Bloxels. When it comes to heating and cooling we lique�ed crayons and watched
them become solids again. There are a lot of cool engineering projects when it comes to the KEVA
planks. The students have been building Rube Goldberg machines, high towers, and other unique
designs. Bloxels is a coding program that, you guessed it, uses blocks to make digital characters and
video games. The students can change how their character looks, how it walks, how it jumps, what
enemies it faces, what the background looks like, and more! 
 
Mr. Harman


